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PRONOUNS TEST 1

4QUESTION BANK - GRAMMAR

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Profit can be defined simply as the 
difference between the income derived 
from the sale of an object and ---- cost.

A)  it   B)  they

C)  its  D)  them

  E)  theirs

2. Linked by a common culture and language, 
the United States and Great Britain have 
always helped ---- in times of trouble.

A)  them  B)  each other

C)  their  D)  themselves

  E)  theirs

3. Courts have ruled that dog owners are 
legally responsible for the actions of ---- 
pets. Therefore, you should be careful 
while you are walking your pitbull.

A)  its  B)  them

C)  their  D)  her

  E)  his

4. My grandmother has told me that an 
ancestor of ---- left Venice in the 15th

century and set up a decorative glass 
business in Bohemia.

A)  my  B)  their

C)  her  D)  ours

  E)  them

5. I was really grateful to my sister’s fiancé 
because he didn’t mind driving an extra 20 
miles to take ---- back home.

A)  him  B)  mine

C)  myself  D)  my

  E)  me

6. Timothy Dalton carefully protects ---- 
private life from paparazzi and he seldom 
gives interviews and tells about ----.

A)  him / him  B)  hers / herself

C)  his / himself D)  their / their

  E)  himself / his

7. If you happen to see your grandparents, 
give ---- my best regards. They are very 
dear to me. I owe them a lot.

A)  him  B)  her

C)  them  D)  theirs

  E)  their

8. When I learned that my girlfriend had 
always wanted a music box, I gave her ----. 
She got so excited when she saw it and 
gave me a big kiss.

A)  my  B)  our

C)  us  D)  mine

  E)  me
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9. When we first moved in, we were told that 
---- heat was included in the rent but later 
we learnt that it wasn’t.

A)  mine  B)  our

C)  me  D)  I

  E)  ours

10. All of my car’s paint has lost ---- shine but 
none of the engine components have lost 
---- ability to work.

A)  its / their  B)  their / theirs

C)  it / its  D)  theirs / its

  E)  itself / their

11. I always try to take the initiative ---- in the 
office and hopefully make the right choice. 
That’s why everybody comes and asks me 
before they do anything.

A)  myself  B)  me

C)  ourselves  D)  my

  E)  mine

12. Because I had never done any plumbing 
work, ---- thought I could handle the task 
without a problem.

A)  anyone  B)  no one

C)  something  D)  everyone

  E)  anything

13. I was shocked when I learned that 
someone had entered my family’s home 
and taken those things of ---- which had 
value to ----.

A)  ours / us  B)  my / me

C)  our / them  D)  mine / our

  E)  us / they

14. My classmates would argue less if they 
kept their opinions about basketball to ---- 
but they always want to mention what they 
think.

A)  by themselves B)  himself

C)  themselves D)  herself

  E)  by himself

15. I went to Rihanna’s concert ---- and while I 
loved the show, I hated being there alone. I 
wish I had gone with one of my friends.

A)  each other  B)  by ourselves

C)  one another D)  ourselves

  E)  by myself

16. My mother’s family came to New York from 
Denmark and a cousin of ---- still lives 
north of Goteborg.

A)  their  B)  hers

C)  they  D)  her

  E)  him

P R O N O U N S  -  T E S T  5
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14QUESTION BANK - GRAMMAR

TEST 6

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. According to seismic estimates the  
earthquake that ---- Lisbon, Portugal on 
November 1, 1755 measured 8.7 on the 
Richter scale.

A)  has struck  B)  struck

C)  strikes  D)  used to strike

  E)  will strike

2. The cap, which ---- innumerable times 
in style throughout history, is currently 
popular for its value as a sunscreen.

A)  was changing B)  had changed

C)  changed  D)  has changed

  E)  had been changing

3. Before the former President ---- the 
President of the United States, he ---- the 
governor of one of the states for 12 years.

A)  has become / was

B)  had become / has been

C)  was becoming / is

D)  has become / has been

E)  became / had been

4. Long before electricity was made 
accessible to the average home, scientists 
and inventors ---- to understand its nature.

A)  are struggling B)  struggled

C)  have struggled D)  struggle

  E)  have been struggling

5. Meteor showers ---- when the Earth ---- 
through the tail of a comet. These showers 
are best seen after midnight.

A)  occurred / passes

B)  occur / will pass

C)  occurred / used to pass

D)  occur / was passing

E)  occur / is passing

6. Because of drastic budget cuts that ---- 
teachers, materials, and facilities, public 
schools in the United States ---- in a critical 
situation. 

A)  had affected / have been

B)  are affecting / had been

C)  have affected / are

D)  were affecting / had been

E)  used to affect / are

7. After they ---- from deep dives, divers ---- a 
period of deep compression. That’s why 
they have a special training beforehand.

A)  will return / are going to undergo

B)  are returning / undergo

C)  would return / will undergo

D)  return / undergo

E)  are going to return / will undergo

8. The complex relationship between the 
executive and legislative branches of 
government within a democracy ---- the 
subject of many articles in the last few 
decades.

A)  has been  B)  was

C)  had been  D)  used to be

  E)  would be
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9. As soon as the guests ---- the teahouse, 
the waiters and waitresses ---- them with a 
smile on their faces and with teapots and 
cups in their hands.

A)  entered / had greeted

B)  had entered / have greeted

C)  have entered / were greeting

D)  entered / greeted

E)  have entered / had greeted

10. Saturn was known by the ancient 
Babylonians, but it was not until 1610 
when Galileo ---- his telescope to the 
planet that the glorious rings ---- known.

A)  turned / became

B)  had turned / have become

C)  was turning / become

D)  has turned / had become

E)  had been turning / have become

11. When a man ---- to steal the purse of the 
lady who was sitting next to me at the train 
station, the horrified victim ---- for help.

A)  tried / had screamed 

B)  has tried / was screaming

C)  tried / screamed

D)  has tried / screamed

E)  was trying / has screamed

12. For seasonal allergies, patients start taking 
medication a few days before the allergy 
season ---- and continue treatment until the 
season ---- over.

A)  has begun / will be

B)  begins / is

C)  will begin / will be

D)  begins / is going to be

E)  has begun / will be

13. Some gamblers ---- some poker chips left 
on the poker table before they realized a 
hidden camera ---- their every movement.

A)  have grabbed / are recording

B)  were grabbing / have recorded

C)  have been grabbing / recorded

D)  grabbed / have been recording

E)  had grabbed / was recording

14. After they searched the house for 
evidence, the police ---- that the thief ---- 
in through the kitchen window, which we 
usually kept open.

A)  concluded / had come

B)  had concluded / has come

C)  concludes / came

D)  will be concluding / has come

E)  have concluded / came

15. Ever since I ---- college, I ---- stories 
and proposals to magazines and book 
publishers two-three times a year but I am 
afraid I won’t be able to get any of them 
published.

A)  had left / had sent

B)  have left / sent

C)  left / have sent

D)  have left / had sent

E)  left / sent

16. Many people think that doctors ---- AIDS 
for several centuries before they ever ---- a 
cure for the dreaded disease.

A)  are going to study / found

B)  will have been studying / find

C)  are studying / have found

D)  will be studying / will find

E)  study / will have found 

T E N S E S  -  T E S T  1 0
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TEST 11

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Apple Computers ---- the share of the 
market held by Microsoft in the late 1990’s 
but unfortunately they didn’t have a clear 
business plan to more ambitiously pursue 
their business goals.

A)  could capture

B)  needn’t have captured

C)  should capture

D)  might have captured

E)  may capture

2. Many immigrants now agree that they ---- 
their traditions and cultures when they first 
settled in America.

A)  shouldn’t have lost

B)  don’t have to lose

C)  may not have lost

D)  might not lose

E)  needn’t lose

3. Although working conditions ---- in many 
occupations in the past few years, one can 
never be safe, particularly in places with 
higher-risk occupations.

A)  might improve

B)  can’t have improved

C)  may have improved

D)  could improve

E)  needn’t have improved

4. A good supervisor ---- with people who 
attempt too much than with those who 
try too little because hard-working staff 
contributes much to all aspects of work.

A)  shouldn’t work

B)  would rather work

C)  had better not work

D)  is not able to work

E)  can’t work

5. If you want to get a good night’s sleep, 
you ---- any coffee in the evening since it 
contributes a lot to insomnia.

A)  would rather drink

B)  don’t have to drink

C)  mustn’t drink

D)  were able to drink

E)  could drink

6. Road conditions ---- much in the last 
fifteen years, since the government hasn’t 
invested anything to renew the roads.

A)  must have improved

B)  needn’t have improved

C)  didn’t need to improve

D)  ought to have improved

E)  can’t have improved

7. A new report suggests that a vaccine that 
offers at least partial protection against 
HIV ---- available in the near future.

A)  had to be  B)  could be

C)  used to be  D)  might have been

  E)  would rather be

8. He ---- technical support when his 
computer broke down because he doesn’t 
know much about computers.

A)  must have had

B)  needn’t have had

C)  can’t have had

D)  didn’t have to have

E)  shouldn’t have had
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9. At the end of the last summer, I ---- a bank 
loan to fix the roof so it wouldn’t leak in 
the rain.

A)  could get

B)  might get

C)  have had to get

D)  was able to get

E)  should get

10. Anyone who uses a device that burns 
fossil fuel ---- the equipment carefully to 
decrease the chances carbon monoxide 
gas will escape.

A)  didn’t need to inspect

B)  must inspect

C)  can’t have inspected

D)  doesn’t have to inspect

E)  didn’t have to inspect

11. I hope to ---- visit the new Memorial in DC 
someday but only God knows whether that 
will happen.

A)  have to  B)  would rather

C)  be able to  D)  had better

  E)  be used to

12. You ---- the garden this evening because it 
is going to rain tonight. You may water the 
plants in the house.

A)  must water

B)  would rather water

C)  had better water

D)  needn’t water

E)  are not able to water

13. In 1990’s, crocodile nesting beaches were 
unharmed, and now scientists think that, in 
those years, sea turtle nesting beaches ---- 
thanks to big waves, which washed sand 
onto wilderness shorelines.

A)  might improve

B)  have to improve

C)  should improve

D)  must improve

E)  may have improved

14. You needn’t have washed the dishes 
because I ---- them in the dishwasher. You 
wasted your time.

A)  could have put

B)  must have put

C)  used to put

D)  don’t need to put

E)  can’t have put

15. The process of globalization really began 
in 1991, a time when India almost went 
bankrupt and since then Indian industry 
and agriculture ---- definite steps towards 
integrating themselves with the global 
economy.

A)  may take

B)  should take

C)  have had to take

D)  were able to take

E)  might take

16. You have been driving for at least six 
hours so you ---- a good rest before you 
set off again.

A)  don’t need to have

B)  should have

C)  might have had

D)  ought to have had

E)  didn’t have to have

M O D A L S  -  T E S T  1 5
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TEST 16

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. By 2050, the world’s total forest cover ---- 
by more than 40% compared with 2020. 
We should consume less so as to keep the 
balance.

A)  has decreased

B)  decreased

C)  will have decreased

D)  had decreased

E)  has been decreasing

2. In preparing a resume, an applicant should 
present information about ---- in a clear 
and effective language.

A)  them  B)  himself

C)  each other  D)  hers

  E)  their

3. I tried a great many jobs before I found ---- 
that firmly established ---- in the world of 
business.

A)  other / our  B)  others / ours

C)  one / I  D)  the one / me

  E)  the others / mine

4. Fifty years from now, hydrogen fuel cell 
technology ---- our world and by then 
we ---- out how to use renewable energy 
sources such as wind and solar power 
more effectively.

A)  is going to power / figured

B)  will power / will have figured

C)  has powered / will be figuring

D)  is powering / were figuring

E)  will be powering / have been figuring

5. Regular visits to a dentist should be a part 
of ---- plan for good oral hygiene however 
much time and money it takes.

A)  anyone  B)  nobody’s

C)  someone  D)  no one

  E)  everyone’s

6. The scholarships should be awarded to 
individuals who will attend any approved 
institution of ---- choice that will in turn 
accept ----.

A)  his / they  B)  them / him

C)  theirs / their D)  their / them

  E)  her / hers
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13. One of my eyes was injured in an accident, 
but after I ---- a delicate operation, I quickly 
---- my sight.

A)  have / have recovered

B)  have had / had recovered

C)  had had / would recover

D)  had / recovered

E)  was having / would recover

14. When the tank carrying poisonous gas ---- 
off the rails, the firemen ---- to insulate the 
village from all traffic.

A)  was running / are trying

B)  had run / have tried

C)  have run / tried

D)  would run / had tried

E)  ran / tried

15. I have never felt as uncomfortable ---- as in 
the capital San Salvador, where we had to 
stay inside most of the time.

A)  nothing  B)  anywhere

C)  something  D)  nowhere

  E)  somewhere

16. It is out of discussion that unemployment 
inevitably increases the number of ---- 
tempted into crime.

A)  this  B)  one

C)  other  D)  those

  E)  that

17. I ---- to take my personal belongings from 
the overhead locker when I ---- the plane.

A)  have forgotten / was leaving

B)  had forgotten / have left

C)  forgot / left

D)  used to forget / was leaving

E)  had forgotten / would leave

18. Unlike ---- that were popular ten years ago, 
the newer computers can handle massive 
amounts of data.

A)  one  B)  other

C)  the one  D)  the other

  E)  the ones

19. The car salesman took ---- for a drive in 
the new model in order to demonstrate ---- 
improved features.

A)  me / its  B)  her / them

C)  his / their  D)  them / theirs

  E)  hers / him

20. By 1817, the United States Congress ---- all 
internal taxes and was relying on taxes 
on imported goods to provide sufficient 
revenues to run the government.

A)  has eliminated

B)  had eliminated

C)  has been eliminating

D)  eliminates 

E)  is eliminating

R E V I S I O N  -  T E S T  1 6
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TEST 17

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Fairy tales are a primary means through 
which children acquire the moral values 
propagated by ---- culture.

A)  its  B)  them

C)  their  D)  ours

  E)  theirs

2. From an economic standpoint but not from 
a human ----, job layoffs may be necessary 
to maximize ---- profits.

A)  ones / theirs B)  the one / my

C)  the ones / yours D)  one / our

  E)  ones / his

3. When light ---- an object, part of it is 
absorbed and part reflected and the 
perceived lightness of an object ---- on the 
proportion of light that is reflected.

A)  illuminated / has depended

B)  will illuminate / depends

C)  has illuminated / depended

D)  was illuminating / has depended

E)  illuminates / depends

4. Although African religions are very 
different from ----, they are similar in many 
ways.

A)  them

B)  by themselves

C)  one another

D)  one after another

E)  their

5. It is time we ---- down to the experiment, 
otherwise we can’t complete the task 
according to the schedule.

A)  get  B)  got

C)  are getting  D)  have got

  E)  will get

6. The colour of sea water is determined by 
---- depth and mineral content. Sometimes 
it is deep blue and sometimes it is green.

A)  theirs  B)  them

C)  itself  D)  his

  E)  its

7. It is the requirement of the personnel 
director that the applicant should be a 
college graduate, even though the director 
has never felt the need to go to college ----.

A)  herself  B)  him

C)  by himself  D)  each other

  E)  them

8. We finally ---- our efforts to save the old 
house when it ---- clear that the owner 
really wanted to pull it down.

A)  had abandoned / would become

B)  have abandoned / had become

C)  used to abandon / becomes

D)  abandoned / became

E)  would abandon / used to become
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TEST 18

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The presence of the Moon ---- the Earth’s 
slight movement, which ---- the course of 
the development and growth of life on the 
Earth.

A)  has stabilized / could be affected

B)  is stabilized / has been able to affect

C)  stabilized / might be affected

D)  stabilizes / may have affected

E)  was stabilized / must have affected

2. No one except the authorized staff ---- to 
enter the laboratory while an experiment 
----.

A)  permits / is conducted

B)  has permitted / has conducted

C)  is permitted / is being conducted

D)  was permitted / was conducting

E)  had permitted / was conducted

3. Because he ---- the first stage of our work 
to be satisfactory, the inspector ---- us 
permission to begin the second stage.

A)  is found / has given

B)  has found / was given

C)  found / gave

D)  was found / had given

E)  had found / has been given

4. My boss ---- me ---- up his dry cleaning 
since he can’t do anything by himself. I 
don’t like doing that but I have to.

A)  has / picked B)  gets / pick

C)  has / to pick D)  makes / picked

  E)  makes / pick

5. When he ---- once of a lack of gravity, he 
---- that this was his natural feature. He 
didn’t care what other people talked about 
him.

A)  would be accused / had replied

B)  accused / was replied

C)  had accused / has replied

D)  was accused / replied

E)  has accused / will be replied

6. The United States Constitution ---- that 
the population count ---- every ten years. 
They plan everything according to the 
population growth.

A)  was said / ought to have done

B)  says / has to be done

C)  had been said / should do

D)  said / could have done

E)  has said / must do

7. The Richter scale, which ---- so that 
scientists could compare the intensity of 
earthquakes in different parts of the world, 
---- by Charles Richter in 1935.

A)  designed / had developed

B)  has been designed / developed

C)  had designed / has been developed

D)  was designing / has developed

E)  was designed / was developed

8. Happy Birthday to You, the most popular 
song in the world, ---- by Mildred and Patty 
Hill.

A)  wrote  B)  was written

C)  has written  D)  was writing

  E)  is used to writing
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9. Both the koala and the kangaroo ---- by the 
Australian Tourist Commission ---- visitors. 
You can see them all around the country.

A)  were used / to be attracted

B)  have used / having attracted

C)  are using / to be attracted

D)  are used / to attract

E)  use / having been attracted

10. It is estimated that by 2050 the world 
population ---- by some three billion, most 
of whom ---- in developing countries.

A)  is increased / lived

B)  will have increased / will live

C)  has increased / had lived

D)  is going to be increased / had been living

E)  will be increased / were living

11. A prisoner of war ---- humanely and ---- 
access to the possibility of communicating 
with his family via Red Cross messages.

A)  should have treated / has to be given

B)  had to treat / must have given

C)  must be treated / must be given

D)  could be treated / might give

E)  must have treated / should give

12. UN officials ---- that by the end of the 21st

century the global temperature ---- by 
somewhere between 1.5 and 6 degrees 
centigrade.

A)  are reported / will rise

B)  reported / has risen

C)  had been reported / would rise

D)  were reported / is going to rise

E)  have reported / will have risen

13. Although the members of the council ---- 
for four hours, they ---- the plans. They 
have fixed another meeting on Monday.

A)  meet / aren’t finalized

B)  have met / hadn’t finalized

C)  met / didn’t finalize

D)  had met / weren’t finalized

E)  would meet / haven’t been finalized

14. Engineers ---- that decisions ---- soon for 
the anti-missile system to be ready in five 
years.

A)  are said / had better make

B)  have said / would rather make

C)  were said / have to make

D)  say / must be made

E)  said / have been able to make

15. My sister didn’t want to go to our cousin’s 
birthday party as they didn’t talk to each 
other, but my mom ---- her ----.

A)  had / to go  B)  made / go

C)  got / go  D)  made / to go

  E)  had / to have gone

16. Besides being a brilliant military leader 
who ---- the French army, Napoleon also ---- 
the government; making lasting changes in 
the legal and banking systems.

A)  led / reformed

B)  was led / has reformed

C)  has led / was reformed

D)  had been led / had reformed

E)  was leading / had been reformed

PA S S I V E  &  C A U S AT I V E  -  T E S T  2 2
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TEST 23

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Some loans are based on financial need 
while some others are available ---- your 
financial circumstances.

A)  regardless of B)  whereas 

C)  even if  D)  as long as

  E)  so as to

2. Artists and collectors share a mutual 
interest ---- they both want their art to sell 
for as much as possible.

A)  though  B)  in that

C)  for fear that  D)  on purpose that

  E)  but for

3. ---- great progress has been made in the 
treatment of diabetes, it is still widespread 
and threatens the health of millions of 
people.

A)  No matter  B)  As a result of

C)  Though  D)  In addition

  E)  In contrast

4. In Japan, land area with a suitable living 
environment is quite limited, ---- prices are 
very high.

A)  in case  B)  lest

C)  apart from  D)  so

  E)  so as to

5. Being a pop star can be quite a hard life, 
with a lot of travelling ---- heavy schedules. 
It seems that they have an easy life from a 
distance.

A)  in spite of

B)  although

C)  unless

D)  owing to

E)  due to the fact that

6. All we know about the origin of language 
is that men somehow invented certain 
sounds to express thoughts and feelings 
---- they could communicate with each 
other.

A)  in case  B)  however

C)  on the contrary D)  no matter

  E)  so that

7. I had a bad cough and high fever, so I 
went to the doctor. The doctor prescribed 
antibiotics ---- my condition would get 
worse.

A)  in order that B)  so as to

C)  for fear that D)  in case of

  E)  on purpose that

8. The tomb of King Tutankhamen was built 
very quickly ---- he had died unexpectedly. 
Although he died young, he is known by 
many.

A)  despite  B)  since

C)  however  D)  in view of

  E)  no matter
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9. ---- the writer was 28, she had already 
made a huge impact on many teenager’s 
lives by penetrating into their inner worlds.

A)  Since

B)  In the mean time

C)  While

D)  Whenever

E)  By the time

10. As much as thirty percent of the world’s 
forests have been cut down ---- the land 
could be used for agriculture.

A)  so as to  B)  on purpose that

C)  in case  D)  in view of

  E)  in spite of

11. Spiders are very small; ---- it is easy to 
think that they do not make anything 
strong; however, eight-legged spiders 
create a material called silk that could be 
as strong as rope.

A)  nonetheless B)  instead

C)  that’s why  D)  however

  E)  by contrast

12. Our neighbour would never let her children 
climb trees ---- they would fall. However, 
they never stop asking for permission.

A)  for fear that B)  in order that

C)  therefore  D)  hence

  E)  instead

13. ---- her poetry did not receive much notice 
in the press, Gwendolyn Brooks received 
a lifetime achievement award from the 
National Endowment of the Arts in 1989.

A)  Now that  B)  Even though

C)  In case  D)  For

  E)  So that

14. The age of the life insured affects 
premiums ---- the older a person is, the 
higher the premium he needs to pay.

A)  although  B)  despite

C)  in that  D)  in view of

  E)  such as

15. Students need to learn more about plants 
---- their importance in the environment. 
The school should plan trips so as to plant 
trees and flowers.

A)  as a result  B)  despite

C)  therefore  D)  due to

  E)  since

16. We moved our house last year ---- be 
closer to our children and grandchildren 
but we are sorry now as we miss our 
friends.

A)  so that

B)  on condition that

C)  supposing that

D)  in order to

E)  even if

C O N J U N C T I O N S  -  T E S T  2 7
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TEST 28

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Some drugs pose special problems to 
those ---- use them because of the risks of 
side affects.

A)  whose  B)  which

C)  where  D)  when

  E)  who

2. Afghanistan is estimated to have 73 million 
tons of coal reserves, ---- are located in the 
northern part of the country.

A)  most of which B)  some of them

C)  none of them D)  either of whom

  E)  either of which

3. The first day of autumn occurs on the 
day ---- the Sun is directly overhead at the 
Equator.

A)  which  B)  when

C)  who  D)  whose

  E)  at which

4. A reduction of the amount of salt intake 
has a significant effect on lowering blood 
pressure in individuals ---- suffer from high 
blood pressure.

A)  which  B)  whom

C)  what  D)  that

  E)  when

5. The Romans believed not in one God 
but in many gods, to ---- they credited 
miracles, such as Poseidon and Ares.

A)  that  B)  whose

C)  who  D)  whom

  E)  where

6. People with some special diseases need 
special care ---- can’t be supplied at home. 
They should stay in hospital until they feel 
fine.

A)  which  B)  who

C)  of whose  D)  from whom

  E)  what

7. Many people ---- are overweight suffer from 
depression and other emotional conditions 
---- may worsen their tendency to overeat.

A)  whom / which

B)  for whom / when

C)  from which / who

D)  that / whom

E)  who / that

8. Tennis first appeared in the 16th century in 
England, ---- King Henry VIII was a Tennis 
champion.

A)  which  B)  where

C)  that  D)  with whom

  E)  of whose
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9. Foods such as peanuts or shellfish can 
produce the allergic symptoms ---- may 
include swelling in the mouth and around 
the throat and can cause difficulty in 
breathing.

A)  who  B)  which

C)  whose  D)  whom

  E)  where

10. Viking ships were light and easy to control, 
and Vikings could lift them and transport 
them along the ground, ---- they actually 
did when there was need for it.

A)  which  B)  that

C)  whose  D)  who

  E)  whom

11. George Washington, ---- led American 
soldiers in the Revolutionary war, was a 
man who could be trusted in times of peril.

A)  which  B)  who

C)  whom  D)  that

  E)  what

12. Children ---- flavoured milk have higher 
total milk intakes when compared to 
non-consumers of flavoured milk.

A)  consumed  B)  consume

C)  consuming  D)  are consumed

  E)  are consuming

13. In Central Africa, thousands of Bangui 
residents, ---- homes were swept away last 
week by flash floods, have begun receiving 
emergency-relief aid from the government.

A)  who  B)  that

C)  which  D)  whose

  E)  whom

14. Disaster Unemployment Assistance in 
the U.S. provides payments to individuals 
---- are unemployed because of a major 
natural disaster.

A)  which  B)  of whom

C)  whose  D)  that

  E)  of which

15. A Vietnam era veteran is a person ---- 
served on duty for a period of more than 
180 days, in the years between 1964 and 
1975.

A)  when  B)  which

C)  whom  D)  whose

  E)  who

16. The ancient Mayans had a complex 
pantheon of gods ---- they worshipped and 
offered human sacrifices.

A)  of which  B)  what

C)  whose  D)  from whom

  E)  whom
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TEST 33

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Until we ---- the occurrence of errors in our 
products, we ---- them to find and remove 
defects before they go to the customer.

A)  will prevent / must test

B)  have prevented / had to test

C)  prevent / will have to test

D)  are going to prevent / should test

E)  are preventing / didn’t need to test

2. When I finished the turkey sandwich, I ---- 
the waiter ---- a piece of cheesecake for 
dessert.

A)  had / brought

B)  got / being brought

C)  made / brought

D)  had / bring

E)  made / to bring

3. Mushrooms drop ---- tiny spores only 
once, however, they drop millions of ---- at 
the same time. 

A)  its / it  B)  theirs / their 

C)  their / them D)  them / its

  E)  its / they

4. Leatherback turtles have survived for 
millions of years ---- the time of the 
dinosaurs.

A)  until  B)  since

C)  by the time D)  while

  E)  before

5. After the applicants ---- for the job, they ---- 
to take a language test. Then the results 
will be announced on Friday.

A)  are interviewed / will be required

B)  will be interviewing / have required

C)  have been interviewed / were required

D)  will interview / will have required

E)  are being interviewed / required

6. Sustainable cities try to restrict their use of 
resources such as energy and water and 
to pollute less ---- people in the future will 
be able to survive.

A)  nonetheless B)  despite

C)  due to  D)  in contrast

  E)  so that
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15. ---- in terms of money spent on it or in 
terms of people involved in it, education is 
the largest industry in China.

A)  Neither   B)  Not only 

C)  Whether   D)  No sooner

  E)  Both

16. It is best if family members can respect 
---- differing approaches and not seek to 
impose their own values or styles on ----.

A)  themselves / by themselves

B)  one another’s / one another

C)  by themselves / each other

D)  each other / themselves

E)  on their own / one another’s

17. The method ---- to place genes from one 
kind of animal into another is not new and 
the method ---- since 1976.

A)  to use / was using

B)  having used / is used

C)  being used / was used

D)  to be used / had used

E)  used / has been used

18. At the moment there is no need for the 
water companies to ---- people --- the 
amount of water they use.

A)  have / reduced

B)  get / to reduce

C)  get / reduce

D)  make / reduced

E)  make / to reduce

19. Psychologists advise that children should 
draw their pictures ---- without the help of 
adults in order to develop their creative 
abilities.

A)  himself  B)  on his own

C)  each other  D)  by themselves

  E)  herself

20. After I ---- that my skills would be useful 
in an engineering career, I ---- to major in 
mechanical engineering.

A)  have learned / decided

B)  learned / have decided

C)  was learning / had decided

D)  learned / decided

E)  had learned / have decided
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& PARTICIPLES
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TEST 35

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. After 1945 although Slovaks were allowed 
---- to Slovakia, many of them decided ---- 
in Hungary, as their homes had been either 
destroyed or taken up by new owners.

A)  returning / staying 

B)  to have returned / having stayed

C)  having returned / staying

D)  to return / to stay

E)  having returned / to have stayed

2. Individuals ---- their own businesses 
sometimes try to learn by trial and 
error, but this means ---- to live with the 
consequences of mistakes.

A)  start / to have

B)  started / having had

C)  starting / having

D)  have started / have

E)  to start / to have had

3. Fishing boats, luxury yachts, and navy 
ships share the waters of Oran, Algeria’s 
busiest port, with vessels ---- goods from 
around the globe.

A)  carrying  B)  to be carried

C)  carry  D)  are carrying

  E)  having been carried

4. World leaders turned a cautious eye to 
North Korea after the communist state 
admitted ---- a secret nuclear weapons 
program.

A)  to have  B)  having

C)  to having  D)  to have had

  E)  to be having

5. Plants are living things and must be cared 
for, so you should remember ---- your 
plants regularly.

A)  watering  B)  having watered

C)  to watering D)  water

  E)  to water

6. I decided ---- an actor at a very young age 
after ---- the title role in the school play 
Ulysses at the age of 7.

A)  becoming / to have performed

B)  having become / performing

C)  to have become / to perform

D)  to become / having performed

E)  becoming / performing

7. Scientists created the atomic bomb to help 
the end of World War II, but this invention 
could have caused the end of our society, 
so they now regret ---- it.

A)  developed  B)  to develop

C)  developing  D)  being developed

  E)  to be developed

8. When the multinational Austria-Hungary 
Empire broke up in 1918 many Austrians 
hoped ---- with Germany to avoid 
persecution in the new nation states of 
central Europe.

A)  joining  B)  to join

C)  having joined D)  to be joining

  E)  being joined
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REPORTED SPEECH
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TEST 40

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. I couldn’t believe ---- I heard when my 
neighbour told me the sad news ---- she 
and her husband were getting a divorce.

A)  which / what B)  that / how

C)  why / which D)  where / whom

  E)  what / that

2. ---- a symphony orchestra can’t function 
without a wind section is well known by all 
conductors and musicians.

A)  What  B)  Which

C)  If   D)  That 

  E)  Whose

3. Knowing ---- to sound the alarm for an 
impending earthquake is a crucial problem 
confronting seismologists.

A)  whom  B)  that

C)  if   D)  what

  E)  when

4. In order to know ---- a spacecraft is, NASA 
needs to know two things: ---- it is from 
Earth and its location in space.

A)  what / how long

B)  where / how far

C)  that / how much

D)  whose / how big

E)  which / how many

5. Regardless of ---- or not your child plays 
organized sports, you should make time 
several days a week for them to run 
around and exercise.

A)  what  B)  if

C)  whether  D)  whose

  E)  how

6. If you want to learn ---- you are overweight, 
the answer can probably be found in 
the fact that you eat too much and don’t 
exercise enough.

A)  why  B)  what

C)  whom  D)  whose

  E)  who

7. To save money, the restaurant manager 
---- the chef that they ---- to use more of the 
cheap lettuce and less of the expensive 
beef.

A)  was telling / have needed

B)  used to tell / will have needed

C)  would tell / will need

D)  told / needed

E)  had told / have needed

8. After four hours of interrogation, the police 
officers finally figured out ---- was behind 
the Bank of America robbery.

A)  whom  B)  who

C)  that  D)  why

  E)  whose
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TEST 45

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. If the world ---- to the horrors of the 
Nazi death camps, perhaps genocide in 
Cambodia, Bosnia and Rwanda ---- 

A)  has listened / would be avoided

B)  had listened / could have been avoided

C)  would have listened / had avoided

D)  listens / would avoid

E)  is listening / avoided

2. If only people ---- more personal 
responsibility, a lot of the bigger problems 
in our world ----.

A)  have / would have vanished

B)  would have / had vanished

C)  had / would vanish

D)  would have had / vanished

E)  have had / would have vanished 

3. I wish I ---- how to supply first aid to 
someone in case of an accident. I could 
have saved the girl on the beach.

A)  had been taught  B)  have taught

C)  can teach   D)  would be taught

  E)  teach

4. The gender gap in education will continue 
---- countries intensify their efforts to 
educate girls.

A)  but for  B)  if

C)  provided  D)  unless

  E)  if only

5. According to some researches, if the ice 
sheet in the Antarctic ----, the sea levels all 
over the world ---- by as much as 20 feet.

A)  was melting / have risen

B)  melts / had risen

C)  would melt / rose

D)  has melted / were rising

E)  melted / would rise

6. The Earth ---- a flood catastrophe from 
climate warming unless human beings ---- a 
radical lifestyle change.

A)  would face / have made

B)  will face / make

C)  had faced / are making

D)  could have faced / had made

E)  faces / will have made

7. Adolf Hitler ---- one single human being 
if nobody ---- with him. The other people 
around him are as much guilty as him.

A)  doesn’t murder / would collaborate

B)  would not have murdered / had collaborated

C)  couldn’t have murdered / collaborated

D)  hadn’t murdered / would have collaborated

E)  hasn’t murdered / had collaborated

8. When I see so many people asking me for 
some money, I wish I ---- the New Year’s 
lottery.

A)  haven’t won B)  wouldn’t win

C)  hadn’t won  D)  didn’t win

  E)  wouldn’t have won
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TEST 50

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The sum of atomic weights of the atoms in 
a molecule is called ---- molecular weight.

A)  theirs  B)  them 

C)  itself  D)  its

  E)  themselves

2. Astronomers ---- the movement of the 
planets ---- a gradual slowing of the Earth’s 
rotation recently.

A)  have studied / had noted

B)  being studied / noted

C)  studied / note

D)  are studying / would note

E)  studying / have noted

3. ---- the antiquity of its culture, Ashkabad 
today is one of the most modern of 
the Central Asian capitals and ---- the 
hospitality of its people, also one of the 
most enjoyable to visit.

A)  So that / as

B)  Although / despite

C)  Despite / due to

D)  Because of / even if

E)  Since / owing to

4. I ---- my keys in the office so I had to wait 
until my wife ---- back from work to enter 
the house.

A)  have left / came

B)  leave / has come

C)  am leaving / will come

D)  had left / came

E)  left / comes

5. Depression is a state ---- a person has a 
mood of hopelessness and a feeling of 
inadequacy and loss of appetite.

A)  whose  B)  what

C)  who  D)  whom

  E)  in which

6. By the time my mother came back from 
work, I had had my ears ---- and there was 
nothing she could do about it.

A)  pierced  B)  to have pierced

C)  to be piercing D)  to pierce

  E)  pierce
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TEST 52

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  I don’t think your brother is ---- interested 
in science fiction ---- he was in the past. 
Interests may change in time.

A)  such / as  B)  much / than

C)  such / that  D)  so / that

  E)  so / as

2.  The manager delivered his speech ---- than 
all the members of the committee had 
expected.

A)  so confidently B)  as confidently

C)  the most confidently D)  more confident

  E)  more confidently

3.  This is my philosophy of life: ---- you 
believe in yourself, ---- your goals become. 
Do your best and wait for the result.

A)  the more / the nearer

B)  more / nearer

C)  the most / the nearest

D)  the most / nearer

E)  the more / the nearest

4.  All the questions in the final exam were ---- 
difficult that none of the students taking it 
got a good score.

A)  such  B)  so

C)  more  D)  the most

  E)  too

5.  This piece of information seems to be 
practical ---- for us to make use of it. It will 
help us shorten the time we need.

A)  enough  B)  as

C)  rather  D)  quite

  E)  a lot

6.  Of all the action movies I have watched so 
far, this one is by far ----. I think I will watch 
it again and again.

A)  more successful

B)  the most successful

C)  the more successful

D)  most successful

E)  the less successful

7.  I am of the opinion that your argument is 
---- controversial ---- mine is. We should be 
clearer to make people understand us.

A)  so / that  B)  such / that

C)  as / as  D)  so / as

  E)  more / that

8.  The painting I saw yesterday at the 
National Museum was ---- a wonderful 
piece that I couldn’t help looking at it for 
hours.

A)  so  B)  such

C)  too  D)  rather

  E)  quite
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TEST 57

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The government officials have declared 
that ---- supplementary pay rise will be 
given in the next two years so the civil 
workers will have to tighten their belts.

A)  none  B)  any

C)  some  D)  most

  E)  no

2. In spite of the fact that there were ---- 
acclaims about the film, the majority of the 
people watching it did not like it at all.

A)  much  B)  little

C)  none  D)  either

  E)  many

3. ---- of the people who watched the 
President candidate on TV agreed that 
he was too modest a man to become a 
politician.

A)  Little  B)  A great deal

C)  Most  D)  Much

  E)  A large amount 

4. Being a good teacher requires having 
not only ---- creative ideas but also ---- 
patience.

A)  some / most B)  few / all

C)  lots of / much D)  a little / little

  E)  all / a few

5. In my opinion, today’s students have 
---- more major alternatives but not ---- 
professional guidance in our country.

A)  many / much B)  little / few

C)  much / a few D)  much / many

  E)  some / all

6. Environmentally concerned people are 
worried that ---- of the unique species 
of plants in tropical rain forests will 
totally vanish if humankind insists on his 
indifferent and reckless attitude.

A)  no  B)  none

C)  most  D)  both

  E)  neither

7. According to the official statistics released 
by The World Health Organization, up to 
25,000 children are infected with the polio 
virus ---- year.

A)  several  B)  most

C)  many  D)  all

  E)  each

8. In a fill-in-the-blanks activity, students are 
expected to make the most acceptable 
substitutions from ---- the contextual clues 
available in the text.

A)  whole  B)  none

C)  any  D)  some

  E)  all
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TEST 62

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. I can easily say that my father always 
adhered ---- his principles and ideals 
---- his life. When he says no, you can’t 
change it.

A)  to / throughout B)  in / with

C)  with / in  D)  on / throughout

  E)  with / during

2. After the lengthy negotiations, the Turkish 
side agreed ---- the Greek side ---- the 
equal share of the tourism income.

A)  for / at  B)  in / for

C)  with / on  D)  by / with

  E)  from / in

3. The famous athlete is aiming ---- winning 
a gold medal ---- the next Olympic games. 
That’s why he is working out ten hours a 
day.

A)  to / for  B)  about / from

C)  in / on  D)  for / with

  E)  at / at

4. To be frank, I think we can’t really blame 
Helen ---- not wanting to get involved ---- 
our project.

A)  through / for B)  with / by

C)  for / in  D)  from / on

  E)  of / with

5. It is not difficult to see that all your 
mother’s energy is focused ---- her 
grandchildren and she seems to have little 
time ---- anything else.

A)  with / from  B)  at / for

C)  in / with  D)  on / by

  E)  upon / for

6. One working in this business should bear 
in mind that there are serious penalties ---- 
failure to comply ---- the regulations.

A)  for / with  B)  in / for

C)  with / for  D)  on / to

  E)  in / by

7. I am very well conscious ---- the fact that 
Sheila is nice but I don’t feel I can confide 
---- her for everything I do.

A)  by / from  B)  with / into

C)  for / at  D)  of / in

  E)  with / on

8. When the presenter was talking ---- the 
main idea of his presentation, he suddenly 
digressed ---- it and went on to tell 
something irrelevant.

A)  about / with B)  in / between

C)  about / from D)  on / for

  E)  to / off
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TEST 67

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede bofl 
b›rak›lan yerlere uygun düflen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. It seems that you have already outlined 
---- essay, but I still have some problems 
constructing ---- due to the lack of a proper 
thesis statement.

A)  your / mine B)  yours / my

C)  her / their  D)  him / them

  E)  yours / mine

2. The ultimate success within a team or a 
group lies in the fact that its members 
properly coordinate with ---- in order to 
achieve a common goal.

A)  one after another B)  another

C)  other  D)  each other

  E)  themselves

3. Ever since the European Union ---- a 
more positive attitude towards the full 
membership of Turkey, the government ---- 
some important improvements in all parts 
of the public life.

A)  is adopting / will make

B)  was adopted / would be making

C)  had adopted / has made

D)  has been adopted / is making

E)  adopted / has been making

4. It is today an undeniable fact that most of 
the innocent civilians ---- their lives by the 
time the international community ---- on an 
agreement to send humanitarian aid to the 
region.

A)  will be losing / will decide

B)  have lost / had decided

C)  will have lost / decides

D)  were losing / would decide

E)  had lost / would have decided

5. A huge bomb explosion near the central 
shopping centre of the city ---- while 
hundreds of people ---- different kinds of 
gifts and accessories for the upcoming 
Christmas.

A)  occurs / have bought

B)  occurred / were buying

C)  has occurred / will be buying

D)  occurred / would be buying

E)  would occur / had bought

6. In the last ten years, Sinop, a popular 
holiday destination in Turkey, ---- a 
considerable amount of development in 
terms of the quality of accommodation and 
self-catering services.

A)  had displayed B)  was displaying

C)  would display D)  has displayed

  E)  is displaying


